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• Main topics of this Workshop  

 

-     All is connected / Plasma interaction  

-     Mr. Keshe in the end of this workshop start to talk about Cancer and 

the Emotions. 

 

(:01) Keshe starts giving the microphone to Ivan. Ivan says that are interesting things 

happening, two days ago the motors of his reactors stopped. (:06) The motor ran again 

after Mr. Keshe put some magnets on it. Later the motor stopped again. They are not sure 

why. (:14) Marko talks about something like “Plasma Transfusion”, having a reserve tank 

with Plasma to share. (:20) Keshe comes in. <skype get offline> (:23) UN has done 

DNA test around the world and they found out that we have a chain that connects us all, 

same origin, same mother. Is the same with all the parameters systems. This Universe 

was created from divisions of bigger Universes and the Universe before was the same, as 

a neutron seed for the others. All the systems even U are interconnected, independent of 

being a human body, atomic structure or the Universe structures. This is one of the 

advantages when you make systems and you try to travel and create things they all have a 

common denominator. All the Universe and all the planets in this Universe have this 

common denominator, and link, this is the link one uses in further motions in travel and 

communication. As Marko said about the reserve tanks in time we will open these doors. 

You can use the reserve tank as a source for all your reactors, this is used in a different 

dimension level. In these tanks we create a Plasma in the original reactors. We vacuum 

the cores of the reactors, and the plumb only can extract matter from your core, not the 

Plasma. When you put your core in a vacuum pump be warned that if you have created a 

Plasma you will not extract a Plasma. Matter vacuum system does not work with Plasma 

in these conditions. Your motors can turn off not because of a problem with the motors or 

the vacuum, but because you saturate the system with Plasma. The reason for reserve 

tanks is you create a higher field of MaGrav in your reserve tank, and then I teach you 

how to divide and you can feed it. Because these tanks come from the original Plasma 

they can communicate, they interact. Part which Ivan mentioned, after we reactivated his 

reactor, instantaneously we saw reduction in the speed in the reactors on the floor. This 

means that the Plasma strength is so much that put MaGrav fields pressure on the other 

cores, like grabbing them. This was the first indication that the reactors created Plasma 

and they are interacting. When they decided collective to reduce the speed they created 

the condition of the reverse and they put Plasma of Ivan reactor back to its cage, so they 

force the motors to stop. (:31) They are almost putting the reactors to fly, Keshe observed 

that the top reactor started to move. (:34) Keshe says that now he is just an observer, they 

must made the decisions collective. (:36)  It doesn’t matter how much N you put inside 

the core, but how much H can change into Plasma, this dictates the strength of your 

reactor, and from this you make a leader in your system, and a second leader. Man has 

not come very far from the times of when we walked in donkeys, you see the car is the 

same, four legs (wheels), now go a step further creating these engines. Motors are man 

made, they do not exist in the universe. You have to start learning how to rotate your 

cores without power supply, this is done in all the Universe, it uses the MaGrav gradient, 



so that you learned to created Plasma you learn how to control by the MaGrav gradient. 

(1:04) Keshe comes in. He explain about the setting of the reactors. When you touch the 

reactor you are using the system of electron, with the Plasma is totally different, is the 

Plasma which have to interact with the Plasma in the tube. In the lab we have no 

connections. The Plasma from our systems partially interacts with the connections of the 

lab, because they are connected with the motors. We have start to see the interaction btw 

the Plasma going beyond the building. We see changes in the structures of the clouds 

over the area you work. Because you think everything is matter connected, outside there 

is a lot of mix of Plasmas. Start to look beyond the dimension of focus of your reactor. If 

you create Plasma don’t start to look for interaction immediately around it. The 

interaction of the MaGrav fields of stars goes millions of kilometers, because it is 

plasmatic. When reduces enough to matter then you see it. (1:07) Position of your motor 

sometimes can affect. Our difference is that you have nothing to see or measure, till I 

teach you about this. If you put your reactors together you will learn much faster. (1:11) 

Whatever you lose as energy in the surrounding area, in the process, the nano layers in 

interfacing with Ar in releasing UV triggers the condition for the He and N to release N 

in the level of the field, that become part of the supply for your center core. That is why 

you see these cores being so powerful, because they start to feed themselves. This process 

happens in the upper layer of the atmosphere of Earth, where N is created in the upper 

layers, and that leads to the production of H and the other and come to an atomic level. It 

happens the same process in your Lungs. We replicated this in the reactors. (1:15) Marek 

assume. (1:24) Keshe comes in again and says that they still are in the Schizophrenic 

condition. You lost the connection. Your gases in the layers do not interact with matter, it 

interacts with the MaGrav fields which are in btw the Nano layers and the Nano layers 

itself, so its not that your gases interacts with the surface of your nano coating, that it 

releases as a ray, as a Plasma. Its interaction with the MaGrav fields which is trapped btw 

these layers. Is not rubbing matter against each other that releases the UV, it’s the 

interaction of the matter Plasma which inside there are different layers. You still think 

that the gases will release UV, no. It’s the MaGrav fields which are trapped that is why 

the nano layer is black, because it absorbs and there are dynamic fields going trough. It’s 

a Magnetical friction not a matter friction. (1:27) Don’t add air in your systems. (1:30) 

John assume. (1:57) Keshe explains how to use the gel in the system. (1:59) We will start 

3D map of the field around the lab, learn in what direction they are going. The next step 

now is the production of materials trough the Plasma. There is a way that we can connect 

all your reactors to the Foundation center reactor. This will take time, in time we will be 

able to send packages of spheres which contains part of the Plasma form the Mother core. 

When you add this Plasma to your cores your reactors will connect to our in the Center. 

This is a zero time communication and we will teach you how to use it. (2:03) Trough 

this Fukushima accident the Japanese became the most powerful energy producers 

country in the world. (2:07) With wires you work trough electrons, trough Nano Layers 

you work trough fields, its instantaneously. In the coming times we will connect all the 

reactors trough pipes that will be Nano. I had the pleasure to see the form of the generator 

reactor. We will not release the draws and pictures of this generator reactor, because the 

Italians who are producing this do not allow yet. (2:13) Keshe talk about the registration 

system for the Foundation. (2:21) They will start the teachings on Agriculture. (2:26) 

Question about the food: how he made it, and if he made tests in the lab with the food. 



Keshe: We gave some of the fat to be tested, we are going to start the test in the coming 

weeks. At the moment we have to rely in other organizations to do the tests for us. (2:29) 

The fat you produce are very much dependent of the salt that you use and the materials. 

These experiments gave a lot of insights to Mr. Keshe, specifically how the CuO2 is 

connected with the muscular tissue and how the conductive system goes trough Cu and 

not Neural System. (2:34) Question about arrangement of the box and how the fields 

influence in the production of Gans. Keshe: We don’t see any difference. Marko says that 

he found different densities in the middle. (2:45) Keshe says that they are doing just one 

type of Gans, use the same materials, one Cu, one material Nano Coated (production of 

CuO2 Gans). As it shows in the picture, they produced CO2 in the first boxes and the 

others produced other Gans (seems to be CH3) and did not changed. (2:50) If the fields 

of Zinc with Iron is maintained you start to produce Iron, if its not maintained you see 

stagnation. This is not a chemical reaction, is a Plasma reaction, a MaGrav reaction. 

(2:54) Keshe gives an example of the popcorn, that the popcorn need a certain 

temperature to become popcorn, but steel in the certain of the popcorn there is the corn. 

The same happens with the C. C is a diamond popcorn. The same process happens in 

your body, if the MaGrav fields that comes from your Brain is strong enough pops the C 

into Diamond, becomes an isolator. And if the energy is there to extract the same energy 

becomes Graphene, becomes conductor. (2:57) Question about a friend who has a tumor, 

the man asks advice. Keshe says that he can not give advices, we must understand what 

happened. When a cell comes to a matter state like a tumor, it means that you must look 

to your reactors. Energy levels had reduced enough that became a matter state, look in the 

structure of the body, where is the energy disposed of, for keep the parts of the body in 

different states, it all comes from Thymus, and the Thymus have direct effect in your 

Lymph nodes. That is why your blood is liquid and your bones are hard. This is all 

dictated totally by Thymus, and when there is a shortage in conversion you have your 

Parathyroid Glands which come to operation to support, to replace the energy specific 

behavior, so if you look at the structure of your body (your Physical side) you have your 

forehead to observe what you need, you have your Parathyroid Glands that tells what its 

needs, what comes in to be converted to and you have your Thymus slightly further down 

to control in what states you want to keep these materials. So the body is a control room. 

Now we understand the operation, we can interact with the body with his own working. 

With the tumor is like the box, you must understand how the fields interact in respect to 

each other. (3:01) A lot of Cancer has Emotional background. And the Emotions are 

MaGrav fields oriented and they are an Entity, they are not just feelings, they are fields 

and them you have to understands what fields has changed itself to matter and what 

reason, and how the body decided to put it there. We will teach this to Doctors and they 

will teach this. (3:04) Question about the release of UV by the cells trough the changes in 

the mind. Keshe: you can release energies from your mind that can turn your face white, 

not only UV. In future we will teach you how to do it, now its very dangerous, people do 

not understand what they are doing. If you know how to concentrate your fields you can 

create a torch right in front of you and enlighten your path.  

 


